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Abstract

Drawing on the sociocultural view, shared knowledge is regarded as a basis for interdependent working and multi-professional learning in early childhood education. Shared professional knowledge can be seen as a central element in successful collaboration facilitating individual and collaborative professional learning. This study aims to investigate the content and implementation of shared professional knowledge in an early childhood context. Video-taped data were collected using a stimulated recall method from the two participating teachers. The results show that the content of shared professional knowledge was related to two areas in the teachers’ professional knowledge: professional self and professional tasks. In addition, the shared professional knowledge varied according to the teachers’ work contexts. This study offers new knowledge on early childhood education practices and teacher education, considering multi-professional collaboration, and shared learning.
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**Introduction**

As the special issue of *Early Years* (2/2015) highlighted, various forms of workplace learning have been an under-researched area in the professional development of early years pedagogues, internationally. Compared to more formal educational processes, these less regulated co-operative practices can offer significant possibilities for early years pedagogues to participate in joint learning of their professional knowledge and skills (Loewenberger Ball, Ben-Perez and Cohen 2014; Venninen, Leinonen, Ojala and Lipponen 2012). In order to maintain and increase the quality of educational practices, it becomes essential to share pedagogical knowledge and know-how within a co-workers collaboration, in order to enhance joint professional learning (e.g., Ponte and Twomey 2014). Professional development that makes use of teacher collaboration is more successful in promoting quality in teaching and caring practices (e.g., Hattie 2012). In order to flourish, the shared learning processes also require a supportive environment: trust, motivation, commitment, and positive willingness to develop (Papatheodorou and Moyles 2009). As a result, collaboration among teachers and educators also promotes meaningful workplace improvement (Barnett and Mahony 2007). An individual’s task in collaboration is not merely to master the knowledge or method of his or her own work, but also to improve the knowledge and know-how of others (Hakkarainen, Lonka and Lipponen 2004). This shared approach emphasizes joint practices as a basis for the collaborative learning of educators. During the past decade, interest has increased in creating opportunities for teachers to work together on improving their practices (Collinson and Fedoruk Cook 2004. Views expressed in recent literature state that, in order to have an effective (lasting) impact, professional development should be ongoing, interactive and based on both theory and practice (e.g., Dalli 2011; Winton, Snyder and Goffin, 2016). However, studies related to educational knowledge-sharing (Hou, Sung and Chang 2009) and
the crafting of working tasks are still rare in early childhood education (Ryan and Whitebook 2012). Detailed case studies are recommended in order to gain a deeper understanding of the knowledge sharing processes and their contexts (Fullwood, Rowley and Delbridge 2013). Officially, in early childhood education, there is an increasing emphasis on multi-professional and inter-agency collaboration (Wood and Bennett 2000; Ojala and Venninen 2010). In Finland, this approach has been emphasized in the national early childhood curriculum guidelines (2004), (e.g., Ministry of Social Welfare and Health 2002, 18). However, research shows that a great variety exists among preschools and day-care centers in these respects (e.g., Karila and Kinos 2012). Differences and dilemmas have been illuminated between professional discourses and different versions of professional knowledge (Frost and Robinson 2007; Rose 2011; Venninen et al. 2012). The research also shows that early childhood education communities differ in how conscious educators are as regards the culture affecting their work environment (Alasuutari and Markström 2011; Huijbregts, Leseman and Taveccio 2008; Karila 2008; Onnismaa and Kalliala 2010; Vandenbroeck 1999).

Accordingly, the research exposes the need for investigating shared professional knowledge in an early childhood educational contexts (e.g., Ugaste and Niikko 2015). The purpose of this study is two-fold: first, to clarify what constitutes the shared professional knowledge of early childhood teachers, and second, to present how this knowledge is implemented in early childhood practices.

**Sociocultural view on shared professional knowledge and learning**

This study is based on a sociocultural view, in which learning takes place in social interaction influenced by other individuals, significant or capabale others environments, and
cultures (e.g., Kelly 2006). It is through reciprocal interaction in their workplaces that educators construct their professional knowledge and understanding (e.g., McCormack, Pancini and Tout 2010). Thus, the knowledge of individuals and institutions is constituted and maintained through constant mutual participation and contribution to work activities (Rogoff 2003).

Workplace learning is not only focused on professional practices, but also on the worker’s self, identity and agency (Eteläpelto 2008; Wenger 1998). Both these affect how individuals experience their opportunities to learn and participation in learning in work contexts (Paloniemi, Rasku-Puttonen and Tynjälä 2010.) The emphasis in work learning is on the relational interdependency of an individual teacher, and his or her socially negotiated practices (e.g., Lave 1993). In collaboration, knowledge becomes a tool for professional development, and this constant social interplay between knowledge and the processes of knowing makes new understandings possible.

When an educator creates his/her professional knowledge, the process occurs both collectively and individually. This mutual knowledge has been described in many ways: e.g., shared information or common ground (Clark and Schaefer 1989), Cooke, Salas, Cannon-Bowers and Stout (2000) use the terms shared knowledge and shared understanding. Shared understanding among team members is an important factor for team performance (Stout, Cannon-Bowers and Salas 1996), facilitating successful collaboration (Teasley and Roschell 1993). In literature, knowledge sharing is referred to as a part of continuous learning which occurs through interaction among co-workers (Sandhu, Jain and Ahmad 2011), enabling individuals to develop shared awareness of the progress made and the goals (Wang and Noe 2010). Thus knowledge sharing can also be described as a “description of members’ behavior
in teams” (Xiang, Lu and Gupta 2013). However, producing shared knowledge often occurs through informal and daily discussions in the workplace (Bakker et al. 2006).

Shared professional learning should lead to both visible changes in practice (e.g., Billett 2008) and within the individual’s thinking about the practice (e.g., Kelly, Berry and Battersby 2007). However, these kind of developmental processes are slow and gradual, requiring constant effort by the teacher to re-examine their understanding (Peterson and Baker 2015; Vosniadou 2003). This is because the practical knowledge underpinning an educator’s work is often messy (Berry, Loughran, Smith and Lindsay 2009) and lacks clear distinctions e.g., between different types of knowledge (theoretical and practical) in deliberative professional practices (e.g., planning, evaluating, and decision-making) (Eraut 1994; Author 2005). The research literature highlights teachers’ professional knowledge as personal, integrated, and socially distributed (Putnam and Borko 1997; Knight 2002), with a large and important tacit dimension (Eraut 2007, 2000). This tacit dimension can be found “in both individual and collective practices in versatile, implicit, informal, and unintentional ways …[and] its complexity and ambiguity are generally acknowledged” (Toom 2012).

Research questions

The current study aims to explore:

(1) What constitutes the shared professional knowledge of early childhood teachers?

(2) How is shared professional knowledge implemented in early childhood practice?
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Methods

This qualitative research interpreted the studied phenomenon through the understanding that teachers raised (Denzin and Ryan 2007). The interpretive approach views human interaction as meaningful and real, worthy of respect, and reveals how a common and intersubjectively shared understanding may be achieved. (Vannini 2009.) In order to progress from these complex phenomena and questions to answers, we used a case study approach (Yin 2014); an approach suitable for research in real-life context (Cohen, Manion and Morrison 2007).

In order to explore what constitutes preschool teachers’ shared professional knowledge, we emphasize the importance of the daily context (e.g., Van Oers 1998). We particularly studied teachers’ shared professional knowledge in two contexts: in-teaching (situations with children) and out-of-teaching contexts (professional interactions without children, i.e. team meetings).

Data acquisition and analysis

Two, experienced preschool teachers participated in the study. Both teachers worked in a preschool group with 20 children and with a team of two colleagues. The first author and the teachers planned together the situations to be recorded on video. Parents gave their written consent. Data acquisition consisted of two phases: (1) video-taped situations based on in-teaching and out-of-teaching contexts,( 2) stimulated recall-interviews based on the
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videoed in- and out-of-teaching situations (str-interview) (Lyle 2003; Newhouse, Lane and Brown 2007).

The str-interviews were conducted the day after the recorded interaction. The teacher was asked to look at the video before the interview, and to pay attention to knowledge sharing both in social interaction with children and colleagues. It was agreed that both the teacher and the researcher could stop the video for discussion. Given that the teacher did not notice a certain interaction, the researcher could ask a question related to the action visible in the recordings. For instance the following questions were asked: ‘What did you think about during that situation? What were you thinking about when you decided to do this?’ The purpose of the “what” question was to elicit teachers’ reflections, enabling the researcher to follow the thought-process. The premise for this kind of inquiry is to achieve understanding about the individuals’ beliefs of what knowledge is and, how one comes to know (Hofer 2004). The video material consisted of twenty recorded units, from in-teaching- and out-of-teaching situations constituting a total 8 hours 46 minutes and from str-interviews a total 9 hours 10 minutes.

In order to gain understanding of the data, all interviews were read multiple times and analyzed as a whole. The analysis was processed with a comparison to the theories of learning, collaboration (e.g., Eteläpelto 2008) and teacher knowledge (e.g., Elbaz 1983; Conway and Clark 2003) using a deductive coding scheme (Miles and Huberman 1994). Content analysis was used as a tool to describe the substance characteristics (Neuendorf 2002) and to identify relationships among teachers’ knowledge. The analyses were conducted in two phases: (1) to determine the content of the shared knowledge, we identified broad categories of shared professional knowledge, (2) we analyzed the str-interview data in terms of in-teaching and out-of-teaching situations.
Analysis was initiated by coding and interpreting the teacher’s expressions. Codes were then grouped into categories, which were used to organize and sort the codes into meaningful clusters (Patton 2015). The quotations presented in the results chapter are translations from the Finnish transcriptions. Trustworthiness was addressed by using peer debriefing (Marshall and Rossman 2006) through ongoing data chats. Inter-rater agreement of the coding was enhanced through the data chats between the researchers. Respondent validation was also carried out (Maxwell 2013) with participants. Ethical guidelines were followed in the data collection, analysis, and archiving and the anonymity of the teachers’ were assured.

Findings

The findings of this study were related to the personal knowledge of teachers’ and to their professional knowledge consisting of various tasks in teaching. These two major categories of shared professional knowledge were interpreted from early childhood teacher’s interviews. Table 1 presents these major content categories with several sub-categories under each of them in their two contexts:

Table 1. The content of shared professional knowledge in two contexts

Note: Insert Table 1. approximately HERE
As Table 1 shows, the data consisted of 473 analyzed teacher statements divided in the two major categories of shared knowledge: professional self (23%) and professional task (77%). The category of professional self with its sub-categories shows how the processes of learning to teach and educate are deeply personal matters including emotions and personal characteristics and values that are inexorably linked to teachers’ identity and being. From this personal frame teachers adapt and develop their shared and negotiated knowledge and work practices. The category of professional task with its sub-categories shows the formation of a shared knowledge practices and their negotiations within an interplay between external and internal forces in the two investigated contexts.

**Professional self**

In theme I, teachers shared their emotions, personal characteristics, and professional values. Teachers spoke about their emotions and personal characteristics most often during the in-teaching context, which emerged during the daily practices as they focused their attention closely on the children.

**Emotions and personal characteristics**

During the hectic action of teaching, the teachers became occasionally confused by their emotions toward their colleagues. These sentiments were portrayed with a shade of bewilderment, in the midst of the brief and sudden incidences, with children around and time passing. Teachers revealed that opportunities are rare for clarifying questions about their colleagues’ surprising behavior or their collaboration. Teachers found that if there was no time for shared discussions, it was possible to easily forget an incidence, and in this way essential
questions accumulated. During the out-of-teaching context (mutual interaction between colleagues) some emotions and questions were aroused, especially if the teachers felt they had not been answered or listened to. This was indicated in the colleagues’ behaviors and their discussions together about the practices. It was shown in the way they glanced at each other, had periods of brief silence, or shared their points of view. This implicit intersubjectivity emerged as an important factor, either causing more questions or satisfaction as regards the relational collaboration.

*It must be my personal thing, I am giving positive feedback constantly, I don’t even register it actually, but it is so important to me, that I am wondering why they did not say anything to me.*

**Professional values**

Teachers spoke about their professional values, which were related to personal working manners and to views of intersubjectivity between colleagues. Intersubjectivity was described as joint practices based on both pedagogical values and the needs of the children. The teachers considered pedagogical values as the basis of early childhood education. Related to professional values the teachers differed in the way how they emphasized pedagogical values during teaching. One teacher highlighted a more individualistic flexibility and pedagogical consideration in challenging and demanding educational situations with a child or children.

*Well, to hold on something like “rule”, but nobody has been hurt, nothing has been broken and no one has been punched, nevertheless of these things … to hold on so tightly something like toilet or dressing oneself “rules”, hey come on, one can tack a little, these routes are not so straight that one could just chug directly like a motorboat ..one should think one’s action a bit more.*
While the other teacher highlighted more the importance of the pedagogical values as shared between colleagues; she expected the team to act more according that what had been agreed.

During teaching, teachers felt that they expressed professional values through and with their personal working manners, linking these to the teaching profession. The significance of child-specific observations affecting teachers’ actions and adaptation, were often described as central to their profession. During intensive interaction child-centered working-manners, such as positive feedback and individual support, were highly valued.

‘Every now and then I wonder how one can be so tired after work, but when you interact with children, all the time switched-on, especially when you have this kind of challenging mates...so what to grasp, what to lift, what behavior to turn off and how and when...’

Relational interdependency between colleagues, especially related to the professional values that the educators adhere to were seen as an essential role, enhancing the quality of outcomes in shared educational practices.

‘You should agree where everyone is to comment (children playing), it’s important to agree that this method is important, and that how much we can help those children with this, especially those who are alone and don’t have the negotiation- and play skills’.

In the out-of-teaching context, child-centered pedagogy and caring were the values appreciated and maintained. The shared base of pedagogical values, enhancing daily practices, was elusive and challenging to make evident. Both teachers emphasized shared participation and the explication of values and questions in teamwork. Here the teachers’ views differed, because one teacher particularly reflected on how interdependency can
become an unpleasant barrier when sharing, especially, with challenging subjects. She specifically stated that team members have a professional responsibility to open up and question the pedagogical bases of daily practices for mutual discussion and evaluation.

**Professional tasks**

*Knowledge of professional tasks*

In theme II, teachers shared their knowledge and negotiations of professional tasks. They expressed their beliefs about teaching and caring, how they implemented teaching, and the ways they evaluated both teaching and decisions.

During teaching both teachers focused their attention on the children. Teaching was described as an intensive situation, on which teachers try to maintain the balance between giving attention to an individual child and conducting the whole group. In these teaching situations teachers described how intertwined and implicit the nature of collaboration was with other colleagues, who were expected to be attentive and alert to what was going on.

‘*It’s important, that other adults are present so they know what has happened. You can’t comment or tell anything to the child, if you haven’t been present knowing what has happened to the child or between child and teacher*’.

Child observations were noted several times as a basis for implementation and instruction, i.e. what the children needed, how to address their abilities and individual development.
‘For example, when you discuss with parents, the knowing originating from child-observations – child’s social skills and behavior within peers - you’ll find better connection to the knowing that parents have’.

Child-observations were regarded also as important tools for receiving information such as the child’s social competencies. Teachers gathered knowledge of the children’s academic abilities for planning further teaching and for decision making situations during teaching. These two sources of child-specific knowing were at the core of the professional tasks affecting decision-making, teaching outcomes (e.g., implementation, individual support, and tailor made decisions), and evaluation.

Sharing decision making with colleagues while teaching occurred mostly in problematic situations or those situations causing uncertainty. Decisions described during the in-teaching context were mostly either rapid interpretations, intuitive decisions with a short reflection or instant responses in the form of a routinized action with situational awareness. Deliberate, analytic reflection was conducted during the time spent observing children’s play and learning.

When describing their experiences of professional learning, teachers realized how it occurred during their practice. Most of all they remembered concrete occasions with children. In the act of teaching, they focused their attention on the children and on the ways they reacted, learned, and behaved.

‘It felt good, wow, that they speak with each other about this kind of thing, that they continued having conversation, it was a highlight’.

Through these learning experiences the teachers connected their feelings about learning from the children and their own teaching to events which they were able to evaluate and re-
examine. These meaningful events offered experiences of educational successes and motivation to carry on, but also provided insights and opportunities to change their way of teaching.

Teachers focused their attention mainly on the children while teaching, thus the nature of learning became multidimensional (teacher – student - context), including also tacit knowing and awareness of colleagues. These learning situations appeared to be instantaneous during the practice itself, then re-examined later on. *Negotiation of professional tasks*

Teachers’ negotiation of professional tasks consisted of their roles and responsibilities as well as negotiations of professional agency. Here the two teachers differed in the way how they expressed the role of professional agent: one teacher emphasized active role taking as a professional duty and task, while negotiating with colleagues. While the other teacher highlighted more the agentic role as democratic facilitator of shared information and planning. Roles and responsibilities were mostly described as the joint making of plans for the following week. Shared mutual trust played a crucial role both in the planning situations and in the implementation. Teachers addressed this trust as a relational interdependency between colleagues.

‘Well, we have agreed, that everybody bears responsibility for certain parts of duties, so that the work will be done and not as though no one takes responsibility out of it’.

Participation, trust, and dialogue became essential in the negotiations concerning professional agency. Mostly the teachers negotiated about the practical aspects of their work.
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‘When in discussions concerning team agreement, conversations were quite long and everyone had opinions. For example working at the coat rack helping children, ... I realized how important it is for next autumn for rules to be accurate and explicit’.

During teaching, cooperation was evident in the awareness and clarity of the roles between co-workers. Distribution of work roles during the interaction were carried out. Agreed working routines were treated as embedded verbal agreements of practice and were emphasized as an important agreement to be followed effectively. These routines enhanced collaboration and made the anticipation of individual support possible.

The teachers emphasized that the team should write down the goals of the education practices and methods they have agreed to use in practice. They considered that in this way educational values, the basis of practices, as shared actions (e.g., shared learning and participation of new educational method) could be better achieved. Both teachers stated that teams should also check, from time to time, whether they have worked according to these goals.

‘If we’ll write it down here, so in that case it could be discussed, otherwise it could just stay in the air and be kind of shaky thing, that have we acted according the goal, according our agreement’.

In the out-of-teaching context, the focus was on the practical dimensions of shared daily work, such as agreed practices and anticipation of individual support. Teachers planned the teaching, implementation, and goals of their own small group based on their practical and pedagogical knowledge.

‘We discuss children’s learning in team meetings. We divided the subjects we’re teaching. The colleague teaching mother tongue has that information and I have emotional support. We join our knowledge gained. Difficulties children have, can be seen in both small groups’.

15
Teams shared planning-time was regarded as important from different viewpoints. Planning future practices was seen as being part of a mutual agreement to sharing information, and as a possibility to anticipate the children’s needs, thus giving a feeling of clarity and certainty. Teachers also emphasized the role of mutually shared information, which was seen as a form of joint responsibility. This was assured through the individually written copies of the plans of the shared practices, and mutual agreements regarding daily work.

‘It’s a good thing that everyone writes down their own notes, so we remember and share things to do, so it’s not just on one person’s shoulders.’

Teachers felt that joint discussion brought up different opinions, which were valued. Decisions concerning practices were made within such dialogues, although the teachers were puzzled about certain aspects of the discussions, for example, the variety and quality of the amount of reciprocal interaction between co-workers. These notions of the quality of verbal and implicit interaction provoke surprise when the teachers watched the video-taped situations.

Related to the cooperation within the teams, the teachers related how conversation, and sharing feedback of one’s own or a colleague’s way of teaching, is done infrequently. One of the reasons for this was the small group teaching. Here the teachers’ views differed, since one teacher stated that the cultural habits and ways of doing things hinder critical reflection; colleagues are cautious not to offend each other and want to keep up a positive working atmosphere. Cooperation within the community, between the day-care center as a whole, parents, and multi-professional experts in- and out- of each organization, concentrated the cooperation between colleagues (e.g., information exchange, shared methods).
Evaluation was an important part of the shared planning time. This was needed firstly in order to develop practices, and second, to make the teacher’s values as regards practice and education explicit in order to promote a shared basis for discussion.

Discussion

As presented, two areas of shared professional knowledge emerged: the shared knowledge of the professional self and the knowledge of professional tasks embedded in the joint professional practices of early childhood educators. Our results also show how shared professional knowledge had a personal tone, colored by tacit and even ambiguous dimensions. Joint practices and beliefs were expressed as important but challenging to put into words and thus elusive as regards documenting their actual meaning in everyday working practices. In line with the reasoning of research on professional knowledge (Putnam and Borko 1997; Eraut 2007; Toom 2012) our findings show that this elusive shared professional knowledge is largely embedded in the cultural habits which have an impact on relationships in the workplace. From the results, we highlight three points regarding the essence of shared professional knowledge of teachers’: namely uncertainty, awareness, and social harmony.

First, professional knowledge was mainly shared in team meetings as negotiations through discussion. The outcome of the discussions was a joint commitment, which defined the everyday practice interdependently, as a plural subject (e.g., Gilbert 2006, 2001). However, this interdependency was also experienced with feelings of uncertainty (e.g., Munthe 2003), for example, ‘Can I decide this matter on my own?’ These feelings of uncertainty were also experienced during the discussions as, ‘How do I see others?, What does this mean for us?, How they see me in our shared experiences and negotiation
interactions?’. The participants considered their shared educational values as a joint basis for teaching and caring, although feelings of uncertainty were often reflected as a question like: ‘This educational practice is important to me, but do we, as a team, hold the educational values beneath the practice as shared and important?’ Teaching decisions can be challenged and this seems to be an element of vulnerability in teaching (Kelchtermans 2009). On the other hand, uncertainty can facilitate the reorganization of current beliefs, values, and conceptions (Jordan and McDaniel 2014) leading to teacher learning.

Second, in this study, teacher learning was situated within the practice of teaching and related to both the children’s and the individual teacher’s own teaching. This notion illustrating teachers’ learning integrates Wagner and French (2010) finding that teachers’ perceptions of the changes in the children in their care enhance their efforts towards professional development. However, these practical - though significant - learning situations appear to remain implicit between co-workers. This implicit learning may waste opportunities to facilitate a shared child-oriented perspective, i.e. a mutual view to direct the attention of adults to an understanding of the children’s perceptions, experiences, and actions (see Pramling and Pramling-Samuelsson 2011). Critically reflecting on oneself with co-workers was challenging because teachers were not used to it, like the one teacher stated: ‘It isn’t the custom in this community to critically question ones’ own or others teaching and decisions’. This raises a question if the professional practices embedded in a community maintain ‘social harmony’ at the expense of discursive argumentation (Anderson, Thomas and Nashon 2009), since the ability to reach goals one could not reach alone, takes a willingness to clarify and disagree respectfully (Peterson and Baker 2011). Third, this may imply that when teachers notice (e.g., van Es and Sherin 2008), they learn mainly from the children rather than from their colleagues, they learn personal knowledge about themselves, their teaching, and
The increased interest in the professional development of early childhood educators has many facets. Internationalized educational policy and economical discourses focus attention on the notions of accountability, standards, and best practices (Moss 2007; White 2011). We are not offering “more” education as a solution (Urban, 2012), but an insight into the characteristics of professional knowledge sharing to further educators’ understanding of their views and awareness of their own professional development. Within this study we consider that the shared professional knowledge and learning in early childhood education should be focused on practice and arise from practice, and on successful occasions this
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commits to personal and communal growth. This requires both the awareness and willingness of educators to examine their values and beliefs about teaching and care. However, it first of all requires relational trust in order to enhance critical interaction between colleagues who are deliberately trying to find out what are the assumptions that influence the way we think and act (e.g., Brookfield 2012; Farrell 2006), i.e. structural and relational factors are required to support successful professional development. These findings emphasize that in early childhood teacher education we need to develop pedagogical, reflective practices and skills in pre-service teacher education. As far as in-service early childhood teacher development, we need to enhance more holistic perspectives to support teachers’ professional learning, because learning in and from the workplace is a complex process in which learning, context, and learner are inextricably related.
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